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Since 2010, multinational corporations have
been investing more than 600 billion dollars annually in business activities in developing countries – and the figure is still rising. Their direct investments have increased
not only in China, India or South Africa, but
also in the poorer countries of Asia, Africa
and Latin America. They clearly outstrip
spending by the industrialized countries on
official development assistance to these
countries.
Today these corporations are portraying themselves as voluntarily
adhering to criteria of corporate social and environmental responsibility
when investing in developing countries. And no small number of them
are portraying themselves as pioneers in the implementation of the UN
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. In many cases, it is purely
marketing considerations that underlie their promises, in others, however, it is also the recognition that there is ultimately no alternative to
sustainable development. Are multinational corporations therefore now
spearheading development cooperation ?
The answer, unfortunately, is no. Multinational corporations can
indeed contribute to creating jobs and life prospects in developing countries. Or to the dissemination of environmentally sustainable technologies. But often enough, they squeeze weak local businesses out of the
market and replace local workers with imported machines. At the same
time they wield their political influence to secure privileged access for
themselves to publicly funded infrastructure. But above all else, they are
still shifting too much of their profits to foreign tax havens.
This notwithstanding, development agencies in industrialized
countries are relying ever more on partnerships with these corporations.
Their aim is to mobilise private investments destined for developing
countries by covering the risks entailed. The preferred partners are often
corporations from their own country. What this means is that public
development funds and the know-how of government development experts are being used to make the investments of large private corporations from donor countries less risky and more lucrative.
There are two reasons for this new strategy. On the one hand, it is
hoped that more pro-development investment will in fact flow into poor
countries. On the other, it is a way of concealing budget cuts. If industrialized countries with their shrinking official development assistance
budgets can generate more private investment flows, it serves a strategic
purpose – it is less obvious just how far they are drifting from the target
of investing 0.7 per cent of gross national income in official development
assistance. It is yet to be seen whether and how the real development
benefits of partnerships with the private sector will be measured.
The private sector is also expected to take the lead in funding protective measures against climate change. But there will never be a return on investment in protective embankments – to take just one of
many examples. Yet according to its latest report on Switzerland’s international climate funding, the Federal Council is relying as far as possible
on private contributions. The problem is that the Council has no plan for
how this is expected to work. Its motto would seem to be that the lower
the cost of development to the public purse, the better it is. This cynical
approach is tantamount to misconstruing the facts.
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Business and human rights

British Parliament a
 pplies pressure
Laurent Matile

The implementation of the UN Guiding Principles is also gaining

traction in the United Kingdom. One report calls for much the same things as

In 2013 the United Kingdom became the
first country to adopt a National Action
Plan ( NAP ) for the implementation of
the UN Guiding Principles on Business
and Human Rights – three years earlier
than Switzerland. In May 2016, the British plan was reviewed, prompting the
Parliament’s Joint Committee on Human
Rights to adopt a report 2 in March 2017,
which merits the greatest attention in
Switzerland too for its exemplary quality
and depth of analysis. In particular, the
report contains numerous verbatim quotations from statements by representatives of business and the authorities,
from academia and from NGOs, all of
which provide a varied overall picture.
First, the report expresses the parliamentary Committee’s disappointment
at the lack of ambition shown in revising
the NAP last year ; the main criticism has
been the absence of a baseline study.
The Committee is calling on the Government to consult with a broad range of interested parties, to develop more ambitious goals and to introduce measures
to assess these goals. These demands
are similar to those formulated by Swiss
NGOs after the publication of the Swiss
Action Plan. 3
Supported by numerous testimonies, the report stresses the particular
vulnerability of children 4 , women and
girls, all of whom are subject to certain
human rights violations by business. This
is the case especially in mining, in industrial-scale agriculture and in the textile
industry. Key issues are freedom of assembly, health and safety violations, low
wages and excessive working hours, human trafficking, forced labour as well as
child labour. The latter is widespread in
the worldwide tobacco industry, which,
it must be noted, is strongly represented
in Switzerland. The report calls for the
introduction of due diligence when entering into government procurement
contracts and for the exclusion of firms
from government contracts if they fail
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the Responsible Business Initiative 1.

Demonstration „Walk
for Freedom“, held
on 15 October 2016 in
Berne ( Switzerland )
against forced labour,
human trafficking
and slavery.

to meet this condition, including locally.
This demand should also encompass
export credit and other financial incentives for activities abroad. 5 The exclusion
would also apply to enterprises previously found guilty of human rights vio
lations, whether by a court or the OECD
National Contact Point.
The report is especially clear in the
section on access to legal remedies for
victims of human rights violations. After
listing currently existing obstacles in the
way of victims and analysing the latest
legislative amendments in the USA,
France and the Netherlands, the report
recommends the introduction of a law
prescribing due diligence for all enterprises – this should apply to parent companies, their subsidiaries and the entire
value chain, so as to prevent human
rights violations.
A company that has neglected to
take the necessary action against human rights violations should stand trial
before civil and criminal courts, as stipulated in the 2010 Bribery Act 6. To go unpunished, businesses must prove that
they have complied with the due diligence requirement. As such it is a pack-

age of measures which – apart from the
introduction of criminal law – is in line
with the demands of the Responsible
Business Initiative. As is well known, the
Federal Council rejected the popular request on 11 January through a decision in
principle, with no counter-proposal. Did
you say “missed opportunity” ?

1 http://konzern-initiative.ch/?lang=en
2 House of Lords and House of Commons
Joint Committee on H uman Rights.
Human Rights and Business 2017 :
P romoting r esponsibility and ensuring
a ccountability. Sixth Report of S ession
2016 –17 : http://bit.ly/2o8EGw9
3 National Action Plan on Business and H
 uman
Rights : A nalysis and Comments by the
Swiss Coalition for Corporate Justice, December 2016 : http://bit.ly/2hXhdbO
4 According to the ILO there are 168 million
working children worldwide, more than half
of them in dangerous professions.
5 Public procurement amounts to EUR 1000 billion per year. On average this corresponds
to 12 % of Gross Domestic Product ( GDP ) in
OECD countries.
6 http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/23/contents
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Makoko is an illegally built settlement in Nigeria’s Lagos Lagoon district,
where the State runs no public schools. Photo : One of the few private schools
for French-speaking immigrant children from Benin.

Preventing Violent Extremism

Development cooperation
as security policy ?
Nathalie Bardill 1

There is a direct link between

terror and underdevelopment.
Like official Switzerland, UN bodies
too are convinced of this.
A review of the academic findings.
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For Switzerland’s Foreign Minister, development cooperation
and security policy belong together. It is hardly possible any
more to separate internal security considerations from secu
rity threats abroad. Didier Burkhalter therefore views the
Prevention of Violent Extremism ( PVE ) as an important function of development cooperation. By pursuing PVE approaches,
development cooperation deprives terrorist groups of their
breeding ground. Development cooperation strengthens “the
resilience of individuals and communities” and supports them
in “creating a social environment where people are not drawn
to politically or ideologically motivated violence.” 2 This is stated in Switzerland’s Foreign Policy Action Plan on Preventing
Violent Extremism. There is growing fear of terrorist attacks in
our country as well. Hence there is broad support among the
population as well as in the United Nations for projects designed to prevent violent extremism. 3
The aim of development cooperation is to reduce global
poverty. Does PVE mean that this cooperation needs to change
direction ? Or is it in any case already helping to eliminate the
breeding ground for violence and extremist ideologies ?

Scholars do not agree on the extent to which conventional
poverty reduction reduces violent extremism. The problem
with this research however is that so far it has focused on the
( relatively ) marginal phenomenon of transnational terrorism.
It neglects to examine local but widely supported extremist
movements and the motives for joining such movements.
Terrorism research denies any direct link between poverty and
inequality on the one hand, and acts of violence on the other.
Research into political violence however shows a clear correlation with poverty and the economic marginalization of minorities. The correlation is particularly strong in cases where State
structures are weak.
Scholars are of the view that a weak State and the lack of
civil freedoms are highly instrumental in the emergence of political and extremist violence. Poor governance, the failure of
the State to provide for basic needs ( education, health, welfare ) , as well as discrimination and exclusion experienced by
minorities, can be encapsulated by the term “fragility”. This
concept also covers the absence of political participation and
the growing repression of people with dissenting opinions.
When development cooperation focuses on these factors, extremist groups find it more difficult to recruit new followers.
In this way it also counteracts a potential feeling of powerlessness. Frustration alone, however, is not enough to give rise to
violent groups. Another factor at play here is whether political
or civil society players are able to seize the moment and to
channel dissatisfaction.
Many development cooperation interventions rightly begin by addressing good governance, the rule of law and political participation. There are certain risks inherent in such prodemocracy approaches, however. Owing to the instability involved, political transitions can create new opportunities for
extremist groups and are susceptible to politically motivated
violence.
Many different causes of violence
If violence is to be averted, it is also critically important for people to feel integrated into their community. Where local structures are absent, especially for young people who are searching for meaning and identity, violent organizations are able to
step into the breach. Young people are included in the Swiss
Action Plan on PVE through a focus on access to vocational
training and jobs. A research survey on the driving forces behind violent extremism confirms that some extremist groups
recruit from among the underemployed and the jobless. It
therefore recommends that development cooperation should
prioritize job creation, especially in areas with strong opposition movements, and should focus on men of fighting age.
While such interventions may be meaningful, another study
warns against overestimating the connection between political violence and joblessness. The propensity to political violence arises from complex experiences of injustice, and joblessness by itself would therefore not be enough to engender
this. 4 Focusing on vocational training – in close conjunction
with job creation, so as not to even further swell the ranks of
the jobless and disillusioned – is nonetheless a valid approach
to reducing the recruitment basis for extremist groups. Educational programmes are also crucial to preventing violent extremism, as the promotion of critical thinking, tolerance and
non-violent conflict resolution strategies diminishes the at-

“What is most innovative about
Switzerland’s foreign policy is that
it builds not only on interests
but also on inner values. Our interests,
in other words security and well-
being, are better achieved if we represent clear values: more peace,
human rights, democracy, less poverty
and a better environment.” 5
Federal Councillor Didier Burkhalter

tractiveness of extremist ideologies. Yet education can also
heighten awareness of social and economic inequalities and
the readiness for political revolution. But this applies mainly in
situations where there is hardly any scope for moderate protest or for exerting political influence. Educational programmes
alone are therefore not enough.
The problem with the PVE approach is that violent extremism is currently being associated principally with political
Islam. Inherent in this approach is the danger that development cooperation interventions could become restricted to
population groups that are subject to blanket suspicion on account of their religion. Too obvious a focus on extremism could
also elicit resistance from the population and civil society concerned. It complicates the business of cooperating with civil
society organizations that are critical of a government and
which for that reason alone are already labelled extremist by
ruling elites.
It is clear that development cooperation is already contributing to the prevention of violence. At the same time, its core
task – that of striving for a more just distribution of resources, for a functioning State guided by the rule of law, upstanding institutions and political participation, as well as a strong
and open civil society – reduces the attractiveness of violenceprone groups that promise a better future. Development cooperation is beneficial in this regard, even if it does not expressly
operate under the banner of preventing violent extremism. But
neither does it guarantee the prevention of outbreaks of violence. Violence is as complex a phenomenon as development
is a multi-layered process. Development cooperation can contribute significantly to development and to counteracting violence, but cannot fully control both.

1 Historian Nathalie Bardill has explored the question
of PVE for Alliance Sud under a third-party funded project.
2 FDFA, Swiss Foreign Policy Action Plan on PVE. 2016.
3 Plan of Action to Prevent Violent Extremism, United
N ations General Assembly, December 2015 ; Geneva
Conference on Preventing Violent Extremism, April 2016.
4 Mercy Corps, Youth & Consequences. 2015.
5 Entrepreneur’s Day Liechtenstein, May 2016.
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“Tourism destroys what it seeks by finding it.” Hans Magnus Enzensberger

Quality not quantity
Eva Schmassmann

The current UN Year of

Sustainable Tourism for Development
is expected to contribute signifi
cantly to attaining the goals of the
2030 Agenda. Yet the year could
well be misused simply to promote

Photo : © CCO Public Domain / Simon Steinberger

tourism.

Declared by the UN General Assembly as the International
Year of Sustainable Tourism for Development, 2017 was expected to raise awareness of the contribution of tourism to attaining the UN Sustainable Development Goals ( SDGs ). Yet at the
halfway point, there is no evidence of the necessary changes of
attitude among policymakers, in the tourism industry or on the
part of travellers.
According to the UN World Tourism Organization ( UNWTO ),
tourism generates 10 per cent of global income. The tourist industry accounts for every 11 th job. If tourism is structured and
developed differently, it could contribute appreciably to sus-

Where does the money for tourist services go? The smaller the earnings of intermediaries
such as agencies and middlemen, the better for the local population.
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tainable development. This was already recognized when the
2030 Agenda was being drawn up. Three of its 17 SDGs refer
expressly to tourism : they are SDG 8 on decent work, SDG 12
on sustainable production and consumption, and SDG 14 on
marine ecosystems.
But indirectly, tourism is even more closely bound up with
the 2030 Agenda. Greater efforts are therefore needed in respect of other goals of the 2030 Agenda such as employment
conditions ( wages, continuing training, women’s promotion ) ,
the use of resources ( water consumption, environment and
water protection, CO2 emissions, use of renewable energies )
and honesty in tax matters.
Yet so far the UNWTO campaign for the International
Year of Sustainable Tourism for Development has lacked any
in-depth examination of these topics. On the contrary, there
is talk of the growth potential of the tourism industry. Attention thus focuses on the aforementioned impressive contri
bution of the tourism industry to world income and to employment, and to continuing unchecked worldwide growth in
tourist numbers. But at best this gauges the contribution of
tourism only to economic development, but not to social or
environmental development. All three levels should therefore
be interlinked in the 2030 Agenda framework, as a matter of
urgency. There must also be discussion of the quantity of resources being consumed by tourism, whether human rights
are being respected and the implications of tourism for a society and for social cohesion.
Who are the travellers ?
In 2015 the UNWTO counted 1.3 billion international tourists.
The forecast is for this number to rise to 1.8 billion by 2030. It is
expected to double by 2050. Compared to a world population
of roughly 7.5 billion, this would seem to be a large share. This
figure however counts cross-border trips and not individuals,
who are often counted several times over. Traveller estimates
are based on the assumption that at most 5 per cent of the
world’s population can afford cross-border travel.
Resource consumption in tourism
Most people today equate the environmental impacts of
tourism with CO2 emissions. Yet compared to other economic sectors, tourism accounts for a mere 5 per cent of worldwide
emissions ( 2011 ) . Still, it is precisely air traffic emissions – representing 40 per cent of emissions attributable to tourism –
that are particularly harmful to the climate. They occur at an
altitude where they have a considerably greater influence on
the greenhouse effect than emissions at the earth’s surface.
Besides, despite greater efficiencies in means of transport,
emissions will double by 2040. The upshot is that the increase
in the number of travellers far outstrips efficiency gains.
But resource consumption in the tourism industry is appreciable in other areas as well. Water consumption is especially problematic. A luxury hotel with wellness facilities will
of course have a significantly greater impact than a small
guesthouse with no swimming pool. Per capita and per day
water consumption in the tourism industry therefore ranges

If tourism is structured and
developed differently, it could
contribute appreciably
to sustainable development.

from 94 to 3300 litres. Forecasts are that water consumption
will double by the year 2050. By way of comparison, average
water consumption in Switzerland is around 170 litres.
Land use is often underestimated. Tourism is dependent
on infrastructure such as airports, streets, hotel facilities, ski
resorts, golf courses, and the like. Additional land is needed for
food production and in particular for refuse disposal. In areas
with considerable tourism, the depots built for the local population are not enough. Land-use is predicted to double by 2040
and may even triple by 2050.
Who benefits ? And who bears the costs ?
It is relatively easy to identify the beneficiaries of tourism. Is
food locally sourced ? Are employees locally recruited ? On what
terms and conditions ? Are they given further training and
allowed access to senior management positions ? Where are
taxes paid ? Does the tourism provider belong to an inter
national consortium headquartered in a tax haven ? Indeed
not all tourists always have equal access to information, but
asking costs nothing.
A comprehensive cost analysis is usually more difficult.
What is clear, however, is that many costs are borne by the
local population and that infrastructure is funded by local taxpayers. It is therefore indispensable for tourism providers to
pay their taxes locally. It is difficult to put a figure on the health
costs generated by air and noise pollution. They too are being
borne by the public in general.
Research on the Panama Papers has shown that many
tourism providers conduct their business through tax havens.
They benefit from State-funded infrastructure, a trained workforce and from national parks, while at the same time denying
the same State a fair share of the profits they make. Sustain
ability works differently.
Tourism is also regularly criticized by human rights organizations. Local communities are being expropriated through
land or ocean grabbing. Sustainable tourism must also create
prospects for local people. In the International Year of Sustainable Tourism for Development, respect for human rights and
children’s rights – keyword child prostitution – also belong on
the international agenda.
On the one hand, a legal framework is needed under which
tourism providers are held accountable. But we ourselves, all of
us, are no less important – as responsible travellers who ask
questions about environmental protection, labour rights and
local products.
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Report of the Federal Council on climate funding

Much ado
about nothing !
Jürg Staudenmann

Even after years the Federal Council still has no plan for how

it intends to raise about 1 billion francs annually for international
climate protection projects. Worse yet, it confirms its intention to divert
hundreds of millions from the development budget for that purpose.

The Paris Climate Agreement binds all OECD countries, according to their climate-related responsibility and economic performance, jointly to pay US $ 100 billion annually to developing
countries as of 2020. For years Alliance Sud has been pointing
out that Switzerland’s proper share is about 1 percent. Thus, in
less than three years’ time, new funding of around CHF 1 billion
per year will have to be generated. In 2015 the National Council
accordingly requested information about the international
climate funding contributions “to which Switzerland could be
bound as of 2020 and how they would be funded.”
In its report on the matter dated 10 May 2017, the Government downplays the amount of the contribution. It proposes
a “fair share for Switzerland” of a mere US $ 450 to 600 million
per annum, which it explains as the outcome of a “weighted
view”, in favour of emissions within the nation’s borders. In so
doing, the Federal Council understates Switzerland’s economic
strength – we generate about 1 per cent of the income of OECD
countries – and disregards the country’s real responsibility in
the global climate crisis; the key concepts here are grey emissions associated with imported goods, air traffic or the Swiss
financial centre.

Private and public
climate funds
js. Redirecting trillions in private investment
and financial flows toward climate-friendly
technologies is an important credo of the Paris
Agreement. The US $ 100 billion contractually
agreed and payable to developing countries
for climate financing is another matter, however,
as the poorest and most affected by climate
change are hardly benefiting from these investments. Public funding is necessary above all
for adaptation measures in developing countries,
given the absence of any prospect of a return
on investment.
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Contradictions . . .
The report is also disappointing for other reasons : some of its
conclusions clearly contradict the analytically sound middle
section of the report. It is correctly pointed out, for example,
that under the Framework Convention on Climate Change
“the funding provided by industrialized countries for climaterelated projects [ . . . ] must be new and additional.” Despite this,
the Federal Council plans to use “public funds from existing 1
sources and confirms – for the first time in black and white –
that those funds” as hitherto, are to come mainly from credit
lines for international cooperation ( Swiss Agency for Development Cooperation / SDC, State Secretariat for Economic Affairs /
Seco ) .” 2 Simply put, this means that annual contributions to
the tune of hundreds of millions are to be funded from the
shrinking development budget rather than from new funding
sources – in other words, climate protection measures instead
of poverty reduction. But the Federal Council’s justification
to the effect that climate projects are per se development projects, falls short not just for Alliance Sud. Even the Green
Climate Fund ( GFC ) 3 recently rejected a project application as
it classified the project as a development project rather than
a climate project.
. . . and calculated optimism
The Federal Council hopes “to raise a substantial part of Switzerland’s fair share [ . . . ] through private funds.” And this, even
though the report mentions the controversy surrounding
“the way private funds are to be credited to the government
funding target of US $ 100 billion as of 2020.” One may or may
not share the Federal Council’s ( calculated ) optimism, but the
Federal Council should at least show how it plans to mobilize
such private funds in Switzerland. Yet precisely on this key
question, the report provides no answer at all, although as recently as May 2016 the Federal Council promised that the report would also lay out “funding options [ . . . ] including possibilities that are innovative and based on the polluter pays
principle.” Instead, the Federal Council now wishes to use only
“instruments” that are as yet largely unexplained, or to examine “new partnership models [ . . . ] that encourage the mobili
zation of private funds.”

Photo : © Panos / Mikkel Ostergaard

Clearly, private enterprises or investors will only invest in
climate protection measures in developing countries if there
are direct or indirect benefits to be had, which is increasingly
the case in the field of renewable energies. Urgent climate adaptation measures, however, offer hardly any prospect of commercial gain. This is why the Paris Climate Agreement underlines the importance of public funding and calls for half of all
climate funding contributions for adaptation measures to be
used to benefit the poorest and most vulnerable to climate
change in developing countries.
Permanent standstill
It is alarming that the Confederation has made absolutely no
progress since 2011 on the question of raising additional funds
based on the polluter pays principle. At the time, an interdepartmental report recommended a range of funding options
based on the polluter pays principle for further study, yet that
nuanced overview was shelved.
It is conceivable, for example, that ( some part of ) the
revenue from the CO2 tax could be earmarked for the purpose;
a 2008 legal opinion already confirmed that this is constitutional and lies within the competence of the Federal Council. 4
Even a “quasi-voluntary” contribution by a private enterprise
to a climate fund, for example in return for ( partial ) exemption from the CO2 tax, would in principle be possible. This approach would not even be new. The so-called climate cent
( Klimarappen ) could be extended to international climate contributions. The already existing compensation payment for
fuel imports could also be increased and the proceeds specifically earmarked. It would be even simpler to introduce a mandatory compensation payment or a climate tax on internation-

Less funds will be available in future for the central – and legally
prescribed – tasks of poverty reduction such as education
and health care, as well as the strengthening of civil society.
Photo : Slum in Manila, Philippines.

al flights. Here too, several already existing solutions in EU
countries could offer possible models. In conclusion, the Federal Council could also set a fixed basic charge for the emission
certificates issued annually and use the proceeds specifically
for climate protection measures in developing countries.
Conclusion
Instead of moving forward with concrete solutions, the Federal
Council is pinning its hopes to private sector climate funding
contributions that are vague and contentious under international law. At the same time, it is using limited development
cooperation funds to cover its back. Is this merely an indication
of weak leadership, of lack of courage or is it perhaps fear of
political blowback in a Parliament that approves expenditures
and government interventions mostly when its own clientele
stands to benefit ? What does seem clear is that the 19-page
report by the Federal Council in no way does justice to the
mandate it received from the Foreign Affairs Committee.

1 Author’s emphasis
2 International Climate Financing – Report of the Federal
Council on fulfillment of postulate 15.3798 of 2 July 2015
of the National Council’s Foreign Affairs Committee.
3 www.greenclimate.fund
4 Umbricht Rechtsanwälte, 2008 : « Rechtsgutachten
über den verfassungsrechtlichen Rahmen einer Klima
lenkungsabgabe des Bundes » .
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Trade, business, human rights

Investing responsibly
in Iran – is this possible ?
Isolda Agazzi

Enterprises must respect human rights, including

when investing abroad. What should Switzerland’s role be
in opening up Iran, the investor El Dorado ?

Since the 2015 signing of the nuclear agreement with Iran in
Lausanne ( Switzerland ) , western business delegations have
been coming and going in Teheran, including Swiss delegations. No quick deals have in fact been closed, but the re-election of the reformer Hassan Rohani as President is keeping
hope alive – including among the majority of Iranians.
A country with huge endowments of largely untapped
mineral resources and a well-educated population of 80 million is a very promising market. In 2016, Switzerland’s trade volume with Iran was CHF 517 million ; exports were 496 million
and imports 21 million. Yet Swiss enterprises, especially banks,
are still hesitant to invest in the land of the mullahs. This is
due to the continuing reluctance of the USA to lift the sanctions on Iran. Banking majors Credit Suisse and UBS insist
that so far they still have no business ties with Iran. In contrast,
Vitol 1, the world’s biggest oil trading company, domiciled in
Switzerland, provided a US $ 1 billion loan in euros to National
Iranian Oil in January 2017. 2 Future exports of refined petroleum products will serve as collateral.
Human and labour rights, environmental standards
First of all, most foreign investment runs counter to the Sustainable Development Goals as it goes to the oil and natural
gas industry. Representatives of Iranian minorities point out
that investments strengthen the hand of the current regime
rather than benefit the local population. On a visit to the Parliament in Berne they called for a total halt to investments in
Iran, or at least insistence on respect for human and labour
rights as well as compliance with environmental standards.
That is much easier said than done, as the challenges are considerable :

1 Sales of US $ 152 billion in 2016
2 http://www.reuters.com/article/
us-iran-vitol-oil-idUSKBN14O0HR
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• There is hardly any protection of personal privacy on
the Internet in Iran. The safety of anyone having
to do with IT for professional purposes is potentially
at risk.
• Child labour is widespread, affecting an estimated
3 million children.
• Sexual harassment is rarely persecuted, but is extremely
commonplace in the world of work.
• Occupational safety is precarious. According to the
Iranian Legal Medicine Organization, between
May and July 2015, 650 people died from occupational
accidents, 10,109 were injured and the estimated
number of unknown cases is possibly much higher.
No legal protection is available in Iran to workers
who refuse to work under dangerous conditions.
Fatal occupational accidents are eight times more
frequent in Iran than the global a
 verage.
• Further reason for disquiet is the scale of discrimination
at the workplace. The Gozinesh Law prohibits women,
religious and ethnic minorities as well as opponents
of the government from accessing certain professions.
Of the 3 million Afghans who have fled to Iran, twothirds are in the country illegally and are therefore subject to exploitation and discrimination.
• Half the Iranian population belongs to a minority that
suffers discrimination. In Kurdish regions, for example,
joblessness is higher, the standard of living is lower,
access to education is limited, and infrastructure and
basic supplies are inadequate. Foreign investment
is concentrated in Teheran – and it would therefore
be crucial also to create jobs in regions where minorities
live, based on agreed quotas.
• Corruption is rampant. The 2016 Transparency Inter
national Index ranked Iran 131 st among 176 countries.
• Trade union rights are not respected and independent
worker representation is forbidden. No law protects
workers from abuse, discrimination or harassment.
They have no protection against dismissal, and no right
to strike. Anyone who refuses to work risks being
whipped. Trade union leaders are regarded as enemies
of the State and are frequently imprisoned.

Everywhere in Tehran, façades are emblazoned
with giant murals by the internationally
renowned artist Mehdi Ghadyanloo: Heavenly
idylls, kitschy representations of martyrs
and surreal motifs, commissioned by the
Tehran Beautification Organization to conceal
the grime on the façades of buildings.
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• The rule of law is weak, there are arbitrary arrests, and
neither freedom of expression nor of assembly is
guaranteed. The justice system is not independent.
• Prestige government projects entail illegal expro
priations and forceful evictions.
• The environment is highly endangered. According
to Issan Kalantari, a former Agriculture Minister,
Iran is headed for an environmental disaster owing
to the worsening water shortage. Air pollution
and desertification too are problems that could be
further exacerbated by foreign investment.
• Lastly, it can be extremely difficult to find reliable
business partners, as Iran’s leadership structures are opaque, and individual dialogue partners
may still be vulnerable to sanctions.

Switzerland’s responsibility
In sum, this is a precarious situation, which the religious
establishment – the real power brokers in Iran – do not
seem about to change in any significant way. And the mullahs do not tolerate a civil society that can be seen and
heard to be advocating for change.
In the circumstances, countries of origin must demand
special responsibility on the part of investors, as called for
in the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human
Rights. In its National Action Plan ( NAP ) of 9 December
2016 for the implementation of the Guiding Principles, the
Federal Council underlines that it requires enterprises to
respect human rights not only in Switzerland, but wherever they are active. Yet the NAP makes no mention of any
specific measures through which the Federal Council plans
to ensure that the concerned enterprises truly live up to
their responsibility.
Alliance Sud urges the Federal Council to use binding
measures to ensure that Swiss enterprises fully respect
human rights and environmental standards, especially by
firmly establishing the principle of due diligence, which
can be broken down into three stages :
1. Identifying potential for human rights violations
2. Taking preventive and remedial action
3. Reporting
The Federal Council should first and foremost raise awareness on the part of Swiss business as to the human rights
situation in Iran. When conducting dialogue with problematic regimes regarding freedom of expression and capital punishment the Federal Council should also raise the
question of business and human rights. Other countries
are already doing so. And lastly, the question arises as to
what contribution Switzerland is making – particularly
when Swiss investors are involved – to greater respect for
human rights, specifically including international labour
rights standards.
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Alliance Sud shines a spotlight
All that is permitted on Sundays in the
South Pacific Kingdom of Tonga is eating,
sleeping and praying. No aircrafts land
on the island on Sundays ; businesses,
bars and cafés remain closed, and there
are no taxis. On this weekday, nothing
whatsoever could perturb the stray dogs.

“Andri Pol is a pictorial storyteller with humour, unsparing,
without being vicious”, to cite the laudation for the Swiss
Photographer of the Year 2017. A self-taught photographer
from Berne, Andri Pol ( born in 1961 ) trained as an art teacher
at what is now the Lucerne School of Art and Design.
Pol has been a freelance photographer since 1990, and
his photos have appeared in the following daily news
papers and magazines, among others : GEO, Weltwoche,
Merian, NZZ am Wochenende, National Geographic
Deutschland, Allegra, Das Magazin, Facts, and Bilanz.
www.andripol.com
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